
BABIES 19-20 MONTHS

Oh My Baby

PLAY  GU IDE

Marco Polo



HOW TO PLAY?
Lions, tigers and elephants, oh what a thrill! Travel the jungle on a train adventure with
these three wonderful wild friends! Create circuits in your little one's bedroom or in the
hallway and let them roam the whole house with this beautiful train and its fun
passengers. Create seasons where animals can stop to eat or "visit" someone. Encourage
them to change the animals on the cart. And above all, let your little one be the real
protagonist. Let them imagine and create adventures with these characters.

JUNGLE ANIMALS TRAIN
How many wild animals! Your little one will venture
out with his three wonderful new wild friends;  the
tiger, the lion and the elephant. Don't let them get
off the train!
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HOW TO PLAY?
Geometric shapes will accompany your little one in each stage of his development, since it
is the basis for future mathematical learning. In this game, precision is practiced in
combination with manual skills and reinforcement of all the vocabulary related to shapes,
colours and numbers. Let your little one try to find out where each piece should be
placed.  But if you see that he is having difficulties, try to help him by showing him the
number of holes in the piece and its corresponding number of pegs. This is how he will
learn to make the association.

MOTOR SKILLS TOY
Try to fit all the shapes in their places! Brightly coloured
geometric shapes need to be fitted with great skills and
concentration into their corresponding wooden bars. With
this association game your baby will work on his motor
skills and shape recognition. Long-lasting, fantastic fun.
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FINE MOTRICITY COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT LANGUAGE



HOW TO PLAY?
This interlocking puzzle is ideal for spatial learning and logical development. This will be a
new challenge for your little one. See if they can find out where each piece goes. If they
can't, guide them. When they have done it several times, their memory will fire and remind
them where each shape should go. It is a fun game that will boost concentration while
learning and strengthening vocabulary related to colors.

FISH PUZZLE
5-piece lace in the shape of a pretty fish. Your little one will
learn to know the colors and to distinguish the
figures. Made of wood with easy-to-grip buttons for small
hands.
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HOW TO PLAY?
The versatility of this game will allow your baby to discover different facets. On the one
hand, it will stimulate creativity by playing and manipulating the different pieces. You can
also deepen the learning of colors, playing to classify the blocks. And finally, you can test
their skills and fine motor skills by letting the needle and thread pass through the different
numbers. Stimulate their learning by asking them to try to create a chain in order of the
numbers.  It will always challenge them, but over the months, they will improve little by
little.

NUMBERS LACING BEADS
Your toddler will develop fine motor skills by putting
on the different pieces while learning the numbers. A
super-complete toy!
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